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ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

By Weldon D. Nisly

Militarism is “a symptom of a far deeper malady within 
the American spirit,” revealing America as “the greatest 
purveyor of violence in the world.” With this prophetic proc-
lamation a half century ago, Martin Luther King Jr. named 
the sin-sickness of America’s warring violence. Dr. King was 
preaching to America from the Riverside Church pulpit in 
New York on April 4, 1967. 

On that consequential night 51 years ago, Dr. King 
declared, “A time comes when silence is betrayal,” and boldly 
revealed the interconnected violence of America’s “giant 
triplets of racism, materialism and militarism.” His sermon 
forever connected civil and human rights, poverty and war 
arising from a malady deep within the American soul and 
psyche. 

Issuing “a passionate plea to my beloved nation … from 
the burnings of my own heart … to save the soul of America,” 
Dr. King echoed poet Langston Hughes’ poignant promise: 
“America never was America to me, and yet … America will 
be!”

With the searing critique of a biblical prophet, King 
continued, “It should be incandescently clear that no one who 
has any concern for the integrity and life of America today can 

ignore the present war. If America’s soul becomes totally poi-
soned, part of the autopsy must read ‘Vietnam.’ It can never 
be saved so long as it destroys the deepest hopes of [people] 
the world over. So it is that those of us who are yet determined 
that ‘America will be’ are led down the path of protest and 
dissent, working for the health of our land.”

In painful detail, Dr. King explained how America’s 
war in Vietnam, waged under the guise of fighting Com-
munism, supported cruel leaders against innocent citizens. He 
lamented, “We have destroyed their most cherished institu-
tions: family and village … land and crops.” 

“We can no longer afford to worship the god of hate or 
bow before the altar of retaliation,” King warned. “We are 
confronted with the fierce urgency of now. … We still have a 
choice today: nonviolent coexistence or violent coannihilation. 
… If we do not act, we will surely be dragged down the long, 
dark and shameful corridors of time reserved for those who 
possess power without compassion, might without morality, 
and strength without sight.” 

Dr. King knew that killing innocent people at home and 
around the world was killing the soul of America. As a true 
prophet and preacher, King turned indictment into invita-
tion: “Let us rededicate ourselves to the long and bitter, but 

JustPeace 
Militarism in the American Malady

A Paraphrase by Murphy Davis

God is full of mercy, sisters and brothers,
So I would ask you to put some flesh and bones 
 on what you believe.
Your way of life is how you worship the God of Life, 
 so live like you mean what you say!

The world wants to put your mind in chains and control 
everything you do, but you were not born to be a captive. You 
can be changed — transformed — into a free creation to do 
justice, love mercy, and walk in solidarity with the God of the 
humiliated. Then you will be able to see more clearly what 
God is doing in the world and in your own life: what is right 
and just and love in all its fullness.  W 

Murphy Davis is an Activist Pastor and writer with the Open 
Door Community in Baltimore. 
(murphydavis@bellsouth.net)

Romans 12:1-2

beautiful, struggle for a new world. This is the calling of the 
[children] of God. … Though we might prefer it otherwise, 
we must choose in this crucial moment of human history.” 

This April 4, 1967 sermon, “Beyond Vietnam: A Time 
to Break Silence,” was Dr. King’s defining witness to the 
Gospel’s call and cost confronting America’s racialized, mate-
rialized, militarized violence. It was his most controversial 
proclamation, eliciting widespread condemnation. 

America responded as threatened principalities and 
powers will, by vilifying the prophetic messenger of the 
Black Jesus. Exactly one year later, Martin Luther King Jr. 
was murdered by American machinations of warring vio-
lence on April 4, 1968. 

Those whose eyes are opened by the Black Jesus will 
see Dr. King’s sermon through the eyes of Jesus’ weeping 
lament over Jerusalem: “If you had only recognized the 
things that make for peace! But now they are hidden from 
your eyes.” (Luke 19: 41f)

Fifty-one years after Dr. King’s sermon to America, his 
prophetic word pleads to be heard and his witness begs to be 
seen. Yet we choose to let it be hidden from our eyes in 2018 
as in 1967.

At least since 9/11, America’s way of war is permanent 
war, revealing the deeper malady of a sickness that oozes 

poison as an open wound refusing healing. We choose the 
fallacy and failure of Just War to become permanent war in 
three ways: 

First, we pursue war as our ultimate answer to every-
thing — presuming that “we” are good and “they” are evil. 
Yet we choose to remain deaf to Einstein’s warning, “We can-
not solve problems with the same thinking that created them.” 

Second, we fail to count the real costs of war — $4.8 
trillion and counting (Watson Institute of International and 
Public Affairs, Brown University), not counting human costs 
of a million deaths, millions displaced, physical-mental-moral 
injury, racism, sexism, capitalism, homelessness, imprison-
ment, instilling and stimulating terrorism and torture, dys-
functional infrastructure, corruption and distrust, destroyed 
ancient artifacts and more, with no end in sight. 

Yet we choose to remain dumb to Eisenhower’s warn-
ing, “Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every 
rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, theft from those who 
hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and not clothed. 
This world in arms is not spending money alone. It is spend-
ing the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the 

Brian Kavanagh

Fifty-one years after Dr. King’s sermon to America, 
his prophetic word pleads to be heard and his witness begs to be seen.
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Please join us on Facebook 
for the continuing journey of the 
Open Door Community in Baltimore.
Thank you. David, Eduard and Murphy.

Eduard Loring

By Catherine Meeks

For the past three years, I have imag-
ined, researched and planned several pil-
grimages related to my work of dismantling 
racism in the Episcopal Church. This work 
has helped me to understand much about the 
nature of pilgrimage. As I think about allow-
ing myself to occupy pilgrim space, I believe 
that clearly, one embarks upon a pilgrimage 
with a certain focus and the hope of some 
degree of new revelation and transformation 
resulting from the investment that has been 
made.

A few weeks ago, I was quite surprised 
to have the benefits of a pilgrimage experi-
ence from what I thought was simply a 
speaking engagement. It occurred when I 
went to Arkansas, my home state, to speak 
for a religious gathering. Though I have been 
back there a few times since I left over fifty 
years ago, this set of circumstances was very 
different from any of the other times.

I was asked to be the keynote speaker 
for the gathering and to lead two additional 
sessions following the keynote. The racial 
justice topic was comfortable for me since 
my current work is almost totally focused 
on that issue, and I was not too surprised 
when I realized that the audience of almost 
400 people had only five people of African 
descent including me. I am used to being the 

only person of color in many rooms where I 
am invited to speak, but some of the energy 
in this space was too reminiscent of my 
memory of my younger years there.

Earlier in the morning, I had sat with 
two of the people of color, one of whom 
had not been very cordial, and I met the 

others during the break. Several of the white 
women who were sitting in their respective 
exhibit areas made eye contact with me as I 
walked past them upon my arrival and then 
looked away quickly before having to speak. 
Though I am far from overly sensitive about 
such behavior, it never goes unnoticed by 

me. It is difficult to become comfortable with 
being made to feel invisible regardless of 
how much it happens.

Perhaps the most memorable slight 
came from a white man who had an opportu-
nity to make several references to me during 
the day and could only manage to call me 

“Dr. Meeks” one of those times, while pro-
ceeding to call me Catherine for the remain-
der of the time, though I had never met him 
before and he did not ask me whether that 
would be alright. 

Let me be clear. This observation is not 
being made because I am not able to allow 

people to be on a first-name 
basis with me; it is being 
made because this man totally 
exemplifies a mentality of 
disrespect for Black people 
that has existed in the South 
for decades. The long tradition 
of referring to Black men as 
“boy,” “uncle” or worse, and 
Black women as “auntie,” 
“girl” or “mammy,” but never 
as Mr. or Mrs. or even by their 
designated first names, con-
tinues as we are called by our 
first names when it would be 
more appropriate not to do so. 
While I am almost certain that 
the gentleman meant no harm, 
his unconsciousness about the 
impact of the denigrating white 
supremacy construct of disre-
spect was evident. It is this type 
of unconsciousness that makes 
the small, daily racial injuries 
(micro-aggressions) possible. 

My speeches were well-received, with 
each of them receiving standing ovations and 
long applause. But the same energy system 
that led me to declare, upon leaving Arkansas 
at eighteen, that I would never live in the 
South again, continues to linger in my home 
state and other states as well, and it is past 

The Gift of An Unexpected Pilgrimage
time for such attitudes to move out of the way 
to make space for a more enlightened way of 
being and seeing the world. 

Since returning home to Atlanta, I have 
thought a lot about the few days that I spent 
in Arkansas. So much for never coming back 
to the South again. I have come back, and I 
intend to stay. But I cannot pretend that the 
trip to my home state did not stir up a lot of 
old memories and a few wounds from my 
past life there, causing the trip to become a 
pilgrimage though I had not planned it that 
way. I thought that I was simply going to 
make one of the many speeches that fill my 
calendar these days, but I was wrong.

Though I spend most of my waking 
hours thinking, writing, praying, talking 
and listening for ways to address racism, 
I caught a new glimpse of how profound 
the challenge really is and how deeply 
ingrained in the psyche of whites and Blacks 
alike are the rules that we allow to govern 
us when it comes to race. The trip back 
to my home state was eye opening and it 
will take me quite a while to glean all the 
messages that God intends from it. But it was 
transformative. It was a gift of unexpected 
pilgrimage.  W

Catherine Meeks is the Founding Executive 
Director of the Absalom Jones Episcopal 
Center for Racial Healing, and the retired 
Clara Carter Acree Distinguished Profes-
sor of Socio-cultural Studies and Sociology 
from Wesleyan College. She has published 
six books and is editor of Living Into God’s 
Dream: Dismantling Racism in America 
(2016), which focuses on racial healing and 
reconciliation. She writes for the Huffington 
Post and is a regular contributor to Hospital-
ity. She is involved with prison work, visits on 
death row and works for the abolition of the 
death penalty. (kayma53@att.net)

I thought that I was simply going to make 
one of the many speeches that fill my calendar these days, but I was wrong.

Michelle Dick
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By Eduard Loring

Horace Tribble was our Teacher. Wounded African 
American man: Lost one leg to the city’s unacknowledged 
hot line in Plaza Park (now Underground, our first contested 
space in Atlanta). The electrical current cooked his left leg.

“We are to go to the lost, the least and the left out as 
Jesus did,” Horace taught and prayed. “And GO with an at-
titude of gratitude.”

Now a secret of Black Jesus’ mission is that those to 
whom we are sent, i.e., the poor and oppressed, hold the gift 
of our healing and release from captivity. (Jean Vanier and 
Wendell Berry lead us to see our wound as the healing place.) 
Life, like love, is a circle. A circle of mercy. Therefore, an 
upper class, highly educated, reforming white supremacist 
like I am must GO. We white supremacists, even if we have 
fractured our prejudice, must GO up the rough side of the 
mountain and DOWN into the darkness of the valley. Here 
with the oppressed as our mentors we are gifted to discover a 
life of faith and action in solidarity with the poor.

A first step into solidarity is the same as the last step 
into death: listening and discerning the cry of the poor. I/we 
listen and discern out of our poverty and wound. What is your 
wound? What is the root of your suffering? Be not afraid to 
enter this frightening place.

The poor and oppressed, like the rich and oppressor, 
need many things. Feedback I get from friends and enemies 
is, “You are a very needy guy!” Right. All of us need eco-
nomic rights and economic justice. We all need social equality 
in the homeland of the Common Good.

The poor need a Guaranteed Annual Income or Basic 
Income Guarantee. In 1944, FDR proposed The Economic 
Bill of Rights. Why? Because the Bill of Rights in the U.S. 
Constitution assures rights for a nation of farmers. FDR 
understood that an industrialized nation needs an entirely dif-
ferent set of rights: income, housing, health care, job security 
and happiness. But these proposals continue to be deeply 
controversial: the poor are in desperate need of these “rights”; 
but the Republico-Libertarian Party and the Banksters are 
at war against the poor. They are winning the war for now: 
Hundreds die daily of poverty.

Listen now to two poets who tell us stories of the cry of 
the poor. The first is a poem published in 1957. In those years, 
the wealthiest among us were being taxed at 93% of taxable 
income. Many of the rich believed that the tax level was just 
and a necessity to sustain democratic government and our 
Common Good.

The second is a ballad published in 1964. Already MLK 
and others were speaking and writing of a guaranteed annual 
income. In 1964, MLK wrote “The Bill of Rights for the 
disadvantaged.” Not long afterward, he identified himself 
as a Democratic Socialist. (We have a strong organization in 
Baltimore.) The Jew Bernie Sanders continues and enriches 
this legacy of truth and justice.

Among the dire consequences of cruel poverty are mur-
der and suicide. I invite you to read, moan, ACT.

School Lesson Based on Word 
of Tragic Death of Entire Gillum Family
They weren’t so bright, or clean, or clever, 
      And their noses were sometimes imperfectly blown, 
But they always got to school the weather whatever, 
  With old lard pail full of fried pie, smoked ham, 
 and corn pone.

Tow hair was thick as a corn-shuck mat. 
 They had milky blue eyes in matching pairs, 
And barefoot or brogan, when they sat, 
 Their toes were the kind that hook round the legs of chairs.

They had adenoids to make you choke, 
 And buttermilk breath, and their flannels asteam, 
And sat right mannerly while teacher spoke, 
  But when book-time came their eyes were glazed and adream.

There was Dollie-May, Susie-May, Forrest, Sam, Brother — 
 Thirteen down to eight the stairsteps ran. 
They had popped right natural from their big fat mother — 
  The clabber kind that can catch just by honing after a man.

In town, Gillum stopped you, he’d say: “Say, mister, 
  I’ll name you what’s true fer folks, ever-one. 
Human-man ain’t much more’n a big blood blister. 
  All red and proud-swole, but one good squeeze and he’s gone.

“Take me, ain’t wuth lead and powder to perish, 
 Just some spindle bone stuck in a pair of pants, 
But a man’s got his chaps to love and to cherish, 
 And raise up and larn’em so they kin git they chance.”

So mud to the hub, or dust to the hock, 
 God his helper, wet or dry, 
Old Gillum swore by God and by cock, 
 He’d git’em larned before his own time came to die.

That morning blew up cold and wet, 
 All the red-clay road was curdled as curd, 
And no Gillums there for the first time yet. 
 The morning drones on. Stove spits. Recess. Then the word.

Dollie-May was combing Susie-May’s hair. 
 Sam was feeding, Forrest milking, got nigh through. 
Little Brother just sat on the edge of his bed. 
 Somebody must have said:  “Pappy, now what you aimin’ to do?”

An ice pick is a subtle thing. 
 The puncture’s small, blood only a wisp. 
It hurts no more than a bad bee sting. 
 When the sheriff got there 
 the school-bread was long burned to a crisp.

In the afternoon silence the chalk would scrape. 
 We sat and watched the windowpanes steam, 
Blur the old corn field and accustomed landscape. 
 Voices came now faint in our intellectual dream.

Which shoe—Yes, which—was Brother putting on? 
 That was something, it seemed, you just had to know. 
But nobody knew, all afternoon, 
 Though we studied and studied, as hard as we could, to know,

Studying the arithmetic of losses, 
 To be prepared when the next one, 
By fire, flood, foe, cancer, thrombosis, 
 Or time’s slow malediction, came to be undone.

We studied all afternoon, till getting on to sun. 
There would be another lesson, but we were too young to take up that one.

— Robert Penn Warren
     from Promises, 1957

Ballad of Hollis Brown
Hollis Brown 
He lived on the outside of town 
Hollis Brown  (2x) 
With his wife and five children 
And his cabin fallin’ down 
 
You looked for work and money 
And you walked a rugged mile  (2x) 
Your children are so hungry 
That they don’t know how to smile 
 
Your baby’s eyes look crazy 
They’re a-tuggin’ at your sleeve  (2x) 
You walk the floor and wonder why 
With every breath you breathe 
 
The rats have got your flour 
Bad blood it got your mare  (2x) 
If there’s anyone that knows 
Is there anyone that cares? 
 
You prayed to the Lord above 
Oh please send you a friend  (2x) 
Your empty pockets tell yuh 
That you ain’t a-got no friend 
 
Your babies are crying louder 
It’s pounding on your brain  (2x) 
Your wife’s screams are stabbin’ you 
Like the dirty drivin’ rain 
 
Your grass it is turning black 
There’s no water in your well  (2x) 
You spent your last lone dollar 
On seven shotgun shells 
 
Way out in the wilderness 
A cold coyote calls  (2x) 
Your eyes fix on the shotgun 
That’s hangin’ on the wall 
 
Your brain is a-bleedin’ 
And your legs can’t seem to stand  (2x) 
Your eyes fix on the shotgun 
That you’re holdin’ in your hand 
 
There’s seven breezes a-blowin’ 
All around the cabin door  (2x) 
Seven shots ring out 
Like the ocean’s pounding roar 
 
There’s seven people dead 
On a South Dakota farm   (2x) 
Somewhere in the distance 
There’s seven new people born
 — Bob Dylan, 1964
 (Also an awesome cover by Nina 
 Simone, 1966)

What ya gonna do? Oh God! What we 
gonna do? “No” is not enough. Prayer is not 
enough. ACT.  W

Eduard Nuessner Loring is an Activist/
Advocate/Ally at the Open Door Community 
in Baltimore. 
(eduardloring@opendoorcommunity.org)

The Cry of the Poor
Economic Rights and Empowerment
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By Bill Ramsey

As a young child, I learned to wiggle my bare toes in the 
hot, red clay of the rural Jim Crow South, in the shadow of 
the Stone Mountain of Dr. King’s dream. My family made a 
move, and I grew up in Whitefish Bay, a suburb along Lake 
Michigan’s western shore. What I did not know then is that 
folks 20 blocks south of us in north Milwaukee called my 
tranquil village “White Folks Bay.” After another move, this 
time to northern New Jersey, my adolescence was refined 
— if any adolescence is ever refined — on weekend-night 
excursions through the streets of Greenwich Village, visiting 
coffee houses, piano bars and small theaters.

In 1961, when I was 13, I was spending a sultry seg-
ment of my summer with relatives back in rural Georgia. A 
progressive mayor of Atlanta chose my Uncle Herbert, an 
English major turned high school football coach, to monitor 
the desegregation of the city’s pools. Herbert, with a promise 
of cool dips, invited me to spend a day on the job with him. 

When we approached the first pool, I looked down 
through the cyclone fence on shallow and deep ends filled 
with only black bodies. Herbert said, “Get your towel and 
go for a swim.” I jumped in and was greeted warmly. When 

we returned to his car, Uncle Herbert picked up a clipboard 
lying on the seat between us and, placing a mark beside the 
name of that pool, he winked at me and said, “That’s one 
desegregated.”

 A year later, my father took me out to the side yard of 
the Georgia farmhouse where he had grown up and handed 
me my grandfather’s pistol. He set up one of my grandfa-
ther’s tobacco cans on a tree stump, and together we paced 
off the distance. Dad stood over my shoulder, bracing my arm 
against the recoil as I aimed and fired at Sir Walter Raleigh.  

After a few rounds, he told me that the last time he had 
seen this pistol, his father had placed it in a leather holster 
under his suit coat and had driven into town. There, he and 
other armed men stood on the courthouse steps, pistols 
drawn, to prevent African Americans from registering to vote. 
The pistol’s cold steel weighed heavy in my hand.  

In the fall of 1963, newly settled in the hills of northern 
New Jersey, I tried to insist on taking part in a Presbyterian 
youth group field trip to join a Newark picket line for equal 
access to housing. My parents refused to let me go. A few 
years ago, I was astounded to discover a letter dated around 
the same time, September 20, 1963, in which I railed against 
the desegregation of my suburban high school. There they 
were, my words — yes, even the “N” word — written in my 
own sprawling handwriting, echoing the words I had heard a 
month earlier that summer as my Georgia relatives discussed 
“the Change that was gonna come.”

So I left for college a very conflicted young person. 
Divergent models of adulthood were contending for my 
soul. They included an unlikely bunch of characters: Walt 
Whitman, Barry Goldwater, Joan Baez, Martin Luther King, 
Bob Dylan, Billy Graham, Buffy Saint Marie — and, more 
closely, older cousins who were Kappa Alpha fraternity men 
at Emory University, and older beat friends with whom I had 
gathered to read poetry and make music. 

My sophomore year, I found myself, on the one hand, a 
fraternity brother at a small conservative college, selling my 
Bob Dylan record albums to pay off a fraternity house poker 
debt — and on the other hand, a wide-eyed participant in the 
October 21, 1967 March on the Pentagon against the war in 
Vietnam, facing a line of military police as a young woman 

placed a daisy in the barrel of one of the MPs’ rifles. We were 
frightened young people on both sides of that line. I stood 
on the steps of the Pentagon, uncertain of what would come 
next, wearing the wool topcoat that my father had bought for 

me in lower Manhattan, looking more like an FBI agent than 
an anti-war demonstrator. 

Those are a few snapshots from my contested sleep. 
Here is a poem I’ve titled “An Early April Chill,” verses 
about the night of my abrupt awakening.

I, too, had a dream,
an adolescent fantasy,
a young lad’s longing. 
It was not to be deferred,
a brother initiating others –
a child of privilege – grown up and
exercising my birthright to exclude.

Now the dream was within reach, 
but in a cabin near the border
of Virginia and North Carolina, 
I reached the limits of privilege. 
The woods outside – brutal, 
brothers hazing others.

Paddles pounded backsides,
gagged compliant pledges,
naked, blindfolded and cold,
chests scoured and bleeding.
Treacherously, we passed on
our proud, proper traditions.

Fleeing an early April’s chill,
we sought the cabin’s warmth, 
while our initiates sat on ice.
The radio’s soul music subsided.
A bulletin from Memphis –
a bullet pierced my heart.

Shouts fired across the room.
Ear to the radio, I took cover
as a brother’s bravado broke in, 
“Someone finally got the nigger.”
Where was I? In whose company?
“Brothers for life,” we had pledged.

Were we now brothers for death,
our secluded souls on ice?
In silence I left these brothers.
I left when I heard he was dead,
I left when I heard their revelry,
I left aching and shaking to be free.

The road out of those woods
twisted as I churned within,
swaying to a distant tempo,
with a momentum beyond me.
It became a byway to others,
at last, my sisters and brothers.

A decisive break away,
An incisive breaking open, 
an unordered about-face,
no time to teeter-totter,
my whereabouts lost,
my wherewithal found.

A turning – a touchstone,
a moment that mattered,
a hint of equity’s clarity,
a cusp – no turning back –
behind me all that ranking,
ahead the way leveled.

Why did he have to fall
and breathe his last, 
for me to turn and 
breathe free at last?  W

Bill Ramsey is a native of Georgia whose experiments in 
activism have included draft and war tax resistance, farm-
worker boycott organizing, nuclear disarmament campaigns, 
racial and economic justice projects and movements to 
oppose U.S. military interventions from Indochina to Afghani-
stan and Iraq. He worked for the American Friends Service 
Committee in the Southeast and in St. Louis, where he lived 
in inner-city neighborhoods for 32 years and founded the 
Human Rights Action Service. Bill and his spouse, Joyce 
Hollyday, live on a wooded ridge outside Asheville, North 
Carolina. Presently, he coordinates a congregational working 
group of the Western North Carolina Sanctuary Movement, 
manages a war tax resistance alternative fund, and serves on 
the local steering committee of JustPeace for Israel/Palestine.

Contested Sleep

So I left for college a very conflicted young person. 
Divergent models of adulthood were contending for my soul. 

Flip Shulke



Doubting MLK 
During a Strike in Memphis, 1968
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By Nibs Stroupe

Reprinted from The Atlantic online, January 
13, 2018.

I was a senior at what was then South-
western Presbyterian University, and what is 
now Rhodes College, during the Memphis 
garbage-workers strike of 1968. I joined other 
students who were part of that strike. It was 
part of an ongoing shift in my consciousness 
from a white person raised in the segregated 
South to a white person who gradually began 
to see how captive I was to the power of race.

I had been taught racism by my fam-
ily, my church, and my teachers –– by really 
decent white people in my hometown on the 
Arkansas side of the Mississippi River Delta. I 
believed that white people were superior, and 
that black people would never be our peers or 
equals. If at times my experience seemed to 

teach otherwise, I was like Thomas Jefferson 
in his “Notes on Virginia.” Though he ago-
nized over the ideas of equality and slavery, 
he indicated that he could not find evidence of 
the equality of people of African heritage.

Education was one of my paths out of 
this total captivity to race. Though most of my 
public-school teachers were believers in race, 
one of my English teachers, a Jewish woman 
in our small Arkansas town, suggested that I 
read Alan Paton’s Cry, the Beloved Country 
about apartheid in South Africa. I read it, and 
in it I met my first black person. Oh yes, I had 
seen many black people in my youth, but I 
had not considered any of them to be a person 
as I was.

College expanded my horizons. 
I began to hang out with the first black 
students at my college. And in my junior 
year, I was one leader of demonstrations 
that helped to close down a restaurant that 
refused to serve one of my black friends. 
As 1968 began, I joined other young people 
around the country, black and white, who 
had begun to believe Martin Luther King 
Jr. and his way of nonviolence were not 
only irrelevant, but were counterproductive 
and even dangerous. Though I was not yet 
swayed by H. Rap Brown’s emphasis on the 
fundamental nature of violence in American 
life, it seemed to be the only way that justice 
might come for people of African heritage.

I jumped into the garbage strike, going 
on marches, seeking to organize and educate 
others. I was part of [a] group of students 
who went to churches on Sunday mornings, 
standing up to interrupt worship to shout, 

“Support the garbage strike!” We would 
usually be escorted out, but a few people 
were sympathetic. I retired from the ministry 
in 2017, and I have often wondered what I 
would have done as a worship leader if such 
interruptions had come in my time. Fortu-
nately, none ever did. I’d like to think it was 
because Oakhurst Presbyterian was such a 
progressive church, but the issue remains in 
my heart.

Many of us felt that there was a pos-
sibility of victory in the garbage strike, and 
when Dr. King agreed to come to Memphis 
to support the strike, we had ambivalent 
feelings. It seemed to us that he was only 
trying to capture the headlines, and the orga-

nizing seemed to be going well without him. 
When his first march was organized, it ended 
in violence, as black youth and police clashed. 
Dr. King seemed stunned that the black youth 
did not hold him and his principle of nonvio-
lence in high esteem, and he was returning to 
Memphis in early April to organize a bigger 
march that he intended to stay nonviolent. I 
had an opportunity to go to Mason Temple to 
hear what would be his last sermon on April 
3, but to my eternal regret, my lack of respect 
for him and my cynicism kept me from 
attending.

I was working in the college library on 
the evening of April 4, and when my shift 
ended a little after 6 p.m., I was walking out 
of the library when one of my black student 
friends came up to me to say, in anger and 
in disgust, that Dr. King had been shot and 
would likely not live. He then asked me: 
“Some of my friends are organizing for the 

revolutionary fight. We want to buy guns. 
Can you lend me some money to help buy 
guns?” I was stunned by his revelation and 
by his question, and I did not know how to 
respond. I have racked my brain, but I cannot 
remember whether I gave him any money or 
not. I was a relatively poor student, and I did 
not have money to spare anyway.

Violence followed in Memphis and 
throughout the country. The great apostle 
of nonviolence was gunned down by white 
people, and it seemed like all hope was lost. I 
remember the National Guard armored cars 
riding up and down the streets in Memphis. I 
felt lost and forlorn. That feeling was strength-
ened by the assassination of Robert Kennedy 

I had an opportunity to go to Mason Temple to hear 
what would be his last sermon on April 3, but to my eternal regret, 

my lack of respect for him and my cynicism kept me from attending.

Ernest Withers
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two months later and by the violence of the 
police at the Democratic convention that 
summer, followed by the election of Richard 
Nixon.

I have thought over these events many 
times since then, and I have gained great 
respect for Dr. King over the years — I wish 
that I had known then what I know now! 
Though it is greatly diminished, the power 
of race remains in me. And, though I under-
stand the impulse and sometimes the agency 
of violence, I am firmly committed to the 
principles of nonviolent resistance, which Dr. 
King developed so well.

The continuing struggle for equality for 
black people, for women, for immigrants, for 
LGBTQ people reminds me that this struggle 
is ongoing in American history. I don’t know 
if 2018 will be similar to 1968 or not, but I do 
know that in all of our work, the two forces 
of love and justice must be kept in proper 
tension. As James Cone indicated in his fine 
book on Dr. King and Malcolm X, King 
began with love and moved toward justice, 
while Malcolm X began with justice and 
moved toward love. Both of those must be 
present if we are to build and sustain move-
ments and communities dedicated to equity 
and justice.  W

Nibs Stroupe is a longtime friend of the 
Open Door, retired pastor and author of the 
recently published Deeper Waters: Sermons 
for a New Vision. He writes a weekly blog at 
www.nibsnotes.blogspot.com. Contact him 
at nibs.stroupe@gmail.com.
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By Milt Tambor

For twenty-five years you have stood with 
dauntless courage and fierce determination. 
… You have given the South some of its most 
important leaders. ... The White Citizens’ Coun-
cils, along with the Ku Klux Klan must be held 
responsible for all the terror, mob rule and brutal 
murders that have encompassed the South for 
the last several months. ... Organized labor has 
proved to be one of the most powerful forces in 
removing the blight of segregation and discrimi-
nation from our nation.

September 1957.
Whose work was King praising?
Highlander Folk School.

This union has stood out against segrega-
tion and discrimination not only in pronounce-
ments, but also in actual day to day practice. ... 
Because of the forthright stand … in the area of 
civil rights, they have aroused the ire of some 
persons who are not so committed. But in spite 
of this, they have continued to work coura-
geously for the ideal of the brotherhood of man. 
... It is a dark day indeed when men cannot work 
to implement the ideal of brotherhood without 
being labeled communist.

June 1957.
Which union was he describing?
United Packinghouse Workers of America.

I can think of no man who has done more 
than you to inspire the vision of a society free 
of injustice and exploitation. While some would 
adjust to the status quo, you urged struggle. ... 
Your pursuit of racial and economic democracy 
at home, and of sanity and peace in the world 
has been awesome in scope. It is with deep 
admiration and indebtedness that I carry the 
inspiration of your life to Oslo.

1964.
Who is this person that King calls
the bravest man I ever met?
Norman Thomas.

Capitalism does not permit an even flow of 
economic resources. With this system a small 
privileged few are rich beyond conscience, and 
almost all others are doomed to be poor at some 
level. … And since we know that the system 
will not change the rules, we are going to have 
to change the system. ... There must be a better 
distribution of wealth and maybe America must 
move toward democratic socialism.

1966.
Who was he sharing these thoughts with?
SCLC staff.

A time comes when silence is betrayal. 
... I have moved to break the betrayal of my 
own silences. … I have … reasons for bringing 
Vietnam into the field of my moral vision. … 
It grows out of my experience in the ghettos of 
the north over the last three years — especially 
the last three summers. As I have walked among 
the desperate, rejected and angry young men, I 
have told them that Molotov cocktails and rifles 
would not solve their problems. I have tried 

to offer them my deepest compassion while 
maintaining my conviction that social change 
comes most meaningfully through non-violent 
action. … I knew that I could never again raise 
my voice against the violence of the oppressed 
in the ghetto without having first spoken clearly 
to the greatest purveyor of violence in the world 
today....

April 1967.
Who is this purveyor of violence?
My own government.

There are forty million poor people here, 
and one day we must ask the question, “Why 
are there forty million poor people in America?” 
And when you begin to ask that question, you 
are raising questions about the economic system, 
about a broader distribution of wealth. When 
you ask that question, you begin to question the 
capitalist economy. And I’m simply saying that 
more and more, we’ve got to ask questions about 
the whole society. We are called upon to help 
the discouraged beggars in life’s market place. 
But one day we must come to see that an edifice 
which produces beggars needs restructuring. It 
means that questions must be raised. ... “Who 
owns the oil? Who owns the iron ore? Why is 
it that people have to pay water bills is a world 
that is two thirds water?” ... These are words that 
must be said. It means ultimately coming to see 
the problem of racism, the problem of economic 
exploitation and the problem of war are all tied 
together.

August 1967.
Where was this speech delivered?
Last address to SCLC.

There cannot be social peace when a 
people have awakened to their rights and dignity 
and to the wretchedness of their lives simultane-
ously. If our government cannot create jobs, it 
cannot govern.

January 1968. 
What event triggered this sharp criticism?
The Detroit rebellion.

You are reminding the nation that it is a 
crime for people to live in this rich nation and 
receive starvation wages. ... It is criminal to 
have people working on a full-time basis and 
a full-time job getting part-time income. ... 
Whenever you are engaged in work that serves 
humanity and it is for the building of humanity, 
it has dignity and it has worth. ... You ought 
to get together and just have a general work 
stoppage.

March 1968.
Who is hearing this message?
AFSCME sanitation workers.

A white Jewish attorney and businessman who 
had been a member of the Communist Party met King 
in 1956 after the Montgomery bus boycott. He was 
King’s pro bono accountant, counsel, editor, book 
agent, occasional ghostwriter and constant fundraiser. 
Coretta King called him “one of my husband’s loyal 
and supportive friends whose contributions to the 
labor, civil rights and peace movements are relatively 
unknown.”

Who is this man? 
Stanley Levison.

MLK wrote the introduction to a document 
which called for a Program for America. What was 
the document? Freedom Budget for all Americans.

1. To provide full employment for all who are 
willing and able to work, including those who need 
education or training to make them willing and able.

2. To assure decent and adequate wages to all 
who work.

3. To assure a decent living standard to those 
who cannot or should not work.

4. To wipe out slum ghettos and provide decent 
homes for all Americans.

5. To provide decent medical care and adequate 
medical care and adequate educational opportunities 
to all Americans, at a cost they can afford.

6. To purify our air and water and develop our 
transportation and natural resources ….

7. To unite sustained full employment with sus-
tained full production and high economic growth.  W

Sources:
The Radical King, edited and introduced by Cornel   
 West.
All Labor Has Dignity, edited and introduced by   
 Michael Honey.
From Civil Rights to Human Rights: Martin Luther   
 King, Jr., and the Struggle for Economic Justice,  
 by Thomas F. Jackson
Dangerous Friendship: Stanley Levison, Martin 
Luther King Jr., and the Kennedy Brothers, by Ben   
 Kamin

Milton Tambor is one of the great Elders in the 
Atlanta Peace and Justice movement. He was 
Chair of the Metro Atlanta Democratic Socialists 
of America for 10 years. Milt revitalized the Metro 
Democratic Socialists of America into one of the most 
vital Democratic Socialists of America Chapters in 
the United States of America today. Milt is a mentor 
to Ed Loring and nurtured Ed back to his Marxist and 
Socialist roots of the Social Gospel and the Eugene 
Debs vision of the Beloved Community. 

Martin Luther King Jr.'s True Legacy

Montgomery County Sheriff Department
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Reid Wiles

ODC/Baltimore

Our Neighborhood

By Peter Gathje

For several weeks I have reflected on and prayed about 
the confluence of the Martin Luther King holiday (January 
15), Sheley Thompson freezing to death on a bench in front 
of the Memphis City Hall, and Mayor Strickland’s response, 
“She wasn’t homeless. She had a fit and left her home.” (Janu-
ary 17)

I keep a quotation from Dr. King in one of my prayer 
books at Manna House:

I choose to identify with the underprivileged. 
I choose to identify with the poor. 
I choose to give my life for the hungry. 
I choose to give my life for those who have been 
  left out of the sunlight of opportunity. 
I choose to live for and with those 
  who find themselves seeing life 
  as a long and desolate corridor 
  with no exit sign.
This is the way I’m going. 
If it means suffering a little bit, I’m going that way. 
If it means sacrificing, I’m going that way. 
If it means dying for them, I’m going that way,   
  because 
I heard a voice saying, “Do something for others.”

When I read these words from Reverend Dr. King, I hear 
echoes of a central scripture passage for those of us who offer 
hospitality to people in poverty and/or homelessness. Jesus in 
Matthew 25:31-46 states his identification with people who 
are hungry, thirsty, naked, sick or in jail, “Whatever you do 
unto the least of these, you do unto me.”

Sheley Thompson was one of “the least of these.” So 
are those who found their way to Manna House during those 

days of bitter cold and snow. So are those who found their 
way to Room in the Inn and other shelters during those days. 
So are those who had unheated apartments or homes because 
they could not afford their MLGW bill. So are those who 
went without food or went to soup kitchens because they paid 
their bill, but then had no money left for food. When 27% of 
the Memphis population is below the poverty line, there are 
plenty of “least of these” in our city.

I am middle class. I am white. I am male. The only thing 
I have in common with Sheley Thompson is our humanity. 

Sometimes a new volunteer at Manna House will share 
at the end of the morning, “I was surprised. The guests were 
just ordinary human beings.” “Yes,” we have to patiently 
respond using a line from Brad Watkins, “People on the streets 
are not from the planet ‘homelessness.’”

Dr. King and Jesus in their different ways remind me of 
this basic truth. We have a shared humanity. And that shared 
humanity is the basis for our identification with people differ-
ent from us in terms of social class, or race, or sexual orienta-
tion, or physical or mental health, and for our compassion 
and work for justice. Mayor Strickland apparently forgot this 
basic truth of shared humanity when he said in his response to 
Sheley Thompson’s death, “She had a fit and left her home.” 

Mayor Loeb did the same thing during the Sanitation Work-
ers’ Strike in 1968.

I know the temptation to forget our shared humanity. I 
feel it just about every day at Manna House. My whiteness, 
my middle class standing, my having a job as the Academic 
Dean at a seminary, my straightness, my maleness, can all 
distance me from our guests. So I have to engage in spiritual 
disciplines to remind myself on a daily basis of this shared 
humanity. One of those disciplines is listening with respect to 
our guests.

For this reason, on Dr. Martin Luther King Day, I 
listened to guests as they talked about Dr. King and the 
Sanitation Workers Strike and Dr. King’s assassination. One 
of them said, “King wasn’t killed until he tried to get into the 
white man’s wallet. You mess with that and they kill you.”

Another offered, “Those were hard times. I remember 
the tension, the fear, the sense that something bad could hap-
pen at any time. And it did.”

Then a new volunteer, an African American man, 
joined in the conversation. “My Dad never stood up for noth-
ing. He was like most folks I knew. They just took what was 
dealt them and laid low. They were trying to survive. Then 
when that ‘I AM A MAN’ sign appeared, my Dad went one 
day to a march. He carried that sign. He stood up. I’ll never 
forget that. He stood up and so did the whole community. 
We stood up. We weren’t going back. No way.”

A guest added, “That sign meant dignity. The strike 
meant dignity.” 

Sheley Thompson’s dignity was denied as she died 
alone in front of the Memphis City Hall two days after the 
King Holiday. Her dignity was denied again when Mayor 
Strickland sought to distance himself from her and any 
responsibility for her death.

Manna House, Martin 
and Mourning Sheley Thompson

Sheley Thompson’s dignity was affirmed when a group 
gathered in front of the Memphis City Hall last week to 
remember her, to lift up her name, to call for a recognition of 
our shared humanity by working harder for places of shelter 
and housing for people. Homeless Organizing for Power 
and Equality (H.O.P.E.) organized this gathering. H.O.P.E. is 
made up of people who have known the sting of the denial of 
dignity that comes with homelessness. Sheley Thompson’s 
dignity will also be affirmed when a free women’s shelter is 
available in this city. 

Poverty, and the deaths that come from poverty, denied 
her dignity and deny the dignity that Dr. King and the Sanita-
tion Workers fought for in Memphis. Dr. King’s way of dig-
nity, like Jesus’ way of dignity, requires that we recognize our 
shared humanity as the basis for compassion and justice. His 
way of dignity, like Jesus’ way of dignity, calls us to grieve 
together when a person dies alone, frozen to death on the 
streets. But more, this way of dignity calls those of us with too 
much to give up our excessive wealth and to struggle for the 
creation of just structures that will inhibit the concentration of 
wealth and favor the distribution of wealth. That puts me on 
the hook as much as it does Mayor Strickland for the death of 
Sheley Thompson.  W

Peter Gathje is Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of 
Memphis Theological Seminary, and a founder of Manna 
House, a place of hospitality in Memphis. He wrote Sharing 
the Bread of Life: Hospitality and Resistance at the Open 
Door Community (2006) and edited A Work of Hospitality: 
The Open Door Reader 1982 – 2002. 
(pgathje@memphisseminary.edu)

When I read these words from Reverend Dr. King, 
I hear echoes of a central scripture passage 
for those of us who offer hospitality 
to people in poverty and/or homelessness.

Chuks Okeke
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calls. He assumes that she would destroy any 
letters he would send, before they ever got 
to his son, so he doesn’t bother to write. It 
breaks Francisco’s heart.

He doesn’t complain, but when I ask, 
he says that the food is bad — often nothing 
more than rotten potatoes — and that it’s 
hard to get medical attention. His experi-
ence is borne out by multiple reports from 
groups including Detention Watch Network, 
ACLU, Georgia Latino Alliance for Human 
Rights, Project South and even the federal 
Department of Homeland Security’s Office 
of the Inspector General. All have decried 
spoiled food, mistreatment of detainees by 
staff, overuse of solitary confinement, lack 
of basic hygiene supplies and hot water, and 
chronic human rights abuses in our nation’s 
immigrant detention centers — and Stewart 
is consistently among the worst.

Stewart has one doctor and seven 
nurses on staff, a ratio of one nurse for every 
250 prisoners. Detainees have had to wait for 
days, even weeks, for treatment. Sometimes 
the delays are fatal. Roberto Medina-Mar-
tinez died at the age of 39 at Stewart in 
March 2009 of a treatable heart infection. An 
investigation related to a lawsuit filed by the 
ACLU of Georgia blamed his death on neg-
ligent conduct by Stewart staff. Yulio Castro 
Garrido died at the age of 33 on January 30 
of this year of pneumonia, a disease that is 
rarely fatal in one so young, and immigrant 
rights advocates are calling for an investiga-
tion. More than 177 people have died in U.S. 
immigration detention centers in the last 15 
years.

Nowhere is a profit-over-people phi-
losophy more intense than in these detention 
centers. Motivation is strong for CoreCivic, 
the private corporation that runs Stewart, to 
keep beds filled and cut corners wherever 
it can. Maximizing its profit margin means 
skimping on food and medical care, repairs 

and toilet paper — and apparently on dignity 
as well. As non-U.S. citizens, detainees lack 
basic guarantees of due process and redress 
for the company’s many shameful violations.

Among the many people who would 
rather not make the long journey to Lumpkin 
are lawyers. And so Stewart has the highest 
deportation rate in the country. More than 98 
percent of Stewart detainees are eventually 
deported. Since his detainment, Francisco 
has had three lawyers — or, more accurately, 
three predators masquerading as lawyers 
— who took thousands of dollars of his 
money and did nothing for him; throngs of 
people are out there ready to prey on the 
vulnerability of desperate immigrants. Now, 
lacking other resources or options, Francisco 
plans to represent himself at his upcoming 
court hearing, hoping to convince the judge 
that his son needs him for protection. But he 
knows what he’s up against.  

He’s not officially a Dreamer. No one 
told him about DACA — Deferred Action 
for Childhood Arrivals, the Obama-era policy 
that provides protection from deportation 
for those who were brought here illegally by 
their parents when they were children, until 
he was too old to qualify. But, except for his 
official status, he shares everything in com-
mon with the 800,000 young immigrants 
who are being used as political pawns by the 
president and Republicans in Congress. He 
holds his breath with them as they await their 
fate, their future precarious in the hands of a 
government that has been vocal about its rac-
ism, antipathy and disdain.

I look for glimmers of hope amid the 
doom. And, thanks be to God, there’s one 
just a mile down the road. El Refugio is a 
courageous and compassionate ministry of 
hospitality and advocacy: facilitating visits, 
providing free food and lodging for family 
members of detainees, partnering with other 
organizations to provide legal services and 

address injustices. Executive Director Amilcar 
Valencia warmly welcomed us and briefed us 
on Stewart and the men he selected for us to 
visit there. 

Forty miles away is Koinonia Farm, 
which is celebrating a 75-year legacy that 
includes intentional community, courageous 
interracial witness and earth-friendly agri-
culture. When Koinonia members visiting 
at Stewart discovered that men were being 
deported in their prison jumpsuits, they 
launched a backpack ministry, assembling 
street clothes for each one who is released. 
We were grateful for their gift of hospitality as 
well, graciously hosting us while we were in 
southwest Georgia. 

On our way home, we stopped 
in LaGrange to visit Casa Alterna. The 
piñata party in celebration of Three Kings 
Day/Epiphany with an energetic throng of 
neighborhood children was exactly what we 
needed to end our trip. But, woven among the 
abundant laughter and joyful singing was the 
sad poignancy of a story to which the children 
could relate only too well. Anton Flores, co-
founder of Casa Alterna, asked them where 
Mary and Joseph ran with the infant Jesus 
when Herod issued his death threat against 
all children. Anticipating their response, he 
said, “No, not the United States.” That Jewish 
Palestinian couple and their baby who fled to 
Egypt likely would not have found safety or 
shelter here, even if they could have slipped 
past the immigration officials.  

On the table before us was a huge, 
neighborhood-sized King Cake, topped with 
dried fruit and hiding a few tiny figurines 
of baby Jesus inside, which all the children 
hoped they would find in their piece. Anton 
reminded us that the knife that cut the cake 
was the symbol of Herod, bringing down 
destruction on the children in his search for 
Jesus. I thought of Cisco, who will likely not 
be spared the devastation of separation from 
his father. And of Francisco, who will be 
unmercifully wrenched away from his son 
and the only home he has ever known.

Francisco does not remember Mexico. 
He does not know anyone there. What he 
does know is that the country suffers for being 
considered our “backyard,” a source of cheap 
labor for U.S. companies, a place where 
poverty is great and opportunity is limited, 
where despair and violence and corruption 
have erupted in response. “I’m determined 
to make the best of it,” he told me as our visit 
was coming to a close. Looking down he 
added, barely audibly, “But it’s going to be 
hard.” I asked him, apart from being separated 
from Cisco, what will be the hardest thing. 
Francisco looked into my eyes, shook his 
head, and said, “I guess I’m going to have to 
learn Spanish.”  W

Joyce Hollyday is an author and founding co-
pastor of Circle of Mercy church in Asheville, 
NC, where she is active with the immigrant 
community and the Sanctuary movement. She 
has been a friend of the Open Door for four 
decades. Her blog can be found at 
www.joycehollyday.com.

By Joyce Hollyday

To get to Lumpkin, Georgia, you have 
to really want to be there — or be taken 
against your will. The highways wind south-
west of Atlanta, roughly paralleling the Chat-
tahoochee River, for 143 miles. The town is 
parked on red clay amid tangles of kudzu, its 
square a cluster of shuttered storefronts next 
to an abandoned gas station, where the only 
visible signs of life on a mid-morning in early 
January were at the courthouse and a store 
labeled Christian Gun Sales (motto: “Guns 
Cheaper Than Dirt”). 

Lumpkin’s thriving business is a few 
miles down the road, behind rows of razor 
wire. The Stewart Detention Center is where 
most of the undocumented men picked up 
in the Southeast by ICE (Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement) get imprisoned. Visit-
ing is risky and daunting for the detainees’ 
families; most don’t have the means to make 
the journey to Lumpkin, and the motels give 
out 26 miles away in Columbus. 

So a dozen of us from Circle of Mercy, 
my faith community in Asheville, North 
Carolina, traveled to Stewart to make visits. 
After a two-hour wait, two guards ushered 
me to the visiting area. Others in our group 
had to wait up to three hours more before one 
of the five tiny visiting cubicles available to 
the facility’s approximately 1,800 detainees 
was open. Francisco and I spoke on phones, 
separated by a wall of plexiglass. 

He didn’t know until he was 19 that he 
was “illegal.” He had other things to worry 
about — especially a frequently absent father 
and a regularly abusive mother. They brought 
him here from Mexico when he was three 
years old. He was shocked when he found 
out that, for all those years of his growing up, 
he wasn’t a U.S. citizen.

Francisco has made some mistakes in 
his life; he admitted that to me right off. He’s 
been thrown into an unmerciful and unfor-
giving system, and his mistakes have cost 
him a lot more than ours generally cost us. I 
tried to encourage him to be forgiving toward 
himself, to remember that he is a beloved 
child of God, whose grace is abundant. But I 
knew it was a hard sell. 

Francisco spent most of our visit talking 
about his namesake 8-year-old son, whom 
he calls Cisco. Before he was detained by 
ICE, Francisco looked his young son in the 
eyes and said, “I want you to know that I 
will always love you. If I can’t be with you, 
it’s not because I don’t love you. I want to be 
with you more than anything in the world. 
And I want you to remember that I will 
always love you, no matter what.” His voice 
cracked as he told me.

Francisco is worried about his son’s 
safety. He fears that his ex-wife is abusing 
Cisco, as he himself felt abused by her. She 
used to let Francisco call and talk to his son 
every week. But now she has blocked his 

Predators, Profit and Precarity 
A Visit to the Stewart Detention Center

Miguel Martinez | Mundo Hispanico 
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Fragments From a Fractured Beggar’s Bowl: April
By Eduard Loring
 

Shard One 

At the center of the Judeo-Christian circle of faith are the 
chains of bondage: Slavery. The Hebrew Scriptures offered 
the pro-slavery disciples of the slaveholding White Christ 
plenty of dung for their argument. According to the chronol-
ogy of the many Evangelicals and Fundamentalists, by the 
time Moses and the former Hebrew slaves were in the Sinai, 
the freed slaves turned and enslaved others. This fracture of 
the Liberation ethic of freedom and equality rides our nation 
today like ghost riders in the sky.
 Exodus 20:17 — You shall not covet your neighbor’s 
house; you shall not covet your neighbor’s wife, or male or 
female slave, or ox, or donkey, or anything that belongs to 
your neighbor.

Shard Two
In 1968, Martin Luther King Jr. watched as a teacher in 

Marks, Mississippi cut an apple in four to feed four hungry 
students. That sight moved him to tears and inspired him to 
join with others to launch the first Poor People’s Campaign. 

That same year, Dr. King traveled to Memphis to sup-
port Black sanitation workers who went on strike to demand 
respect and a living wage. They declared their humanity to the 
world with signs that read “I AM A MAN,” and their struggle 
helped fuel the Poor People’s Campaign. 

It’s as true today as in 1968: rampant poverty in the 
richest country on earth is an intolerable sin. 

We can’t just remember. We must also fight. Recently 
thousands of fast-food workers in Memphis, striking for 
$15/hour and union rights, marched the same route sanitation 
workers marched a half century ago. 

Have you watched “King in the Wilderness”? Are we 
in the wilderness? Our Breakfast Table oscillates between 
wilderness and urban jungle. Please send us cans of mixed 
vegetables. We love you.

Shard Three
Recommended viewing and reading for the journey into 

the lies of the White Christ churches in the United States of 
America.

Recommended as Essential Viewing: “The Keepers,” 
Netflix documentary. The big question: What does Cathy 
Cesnik’s murder on Nov. 9, 1967 have to do with the murder 
of Martin Luther King on April 4, 1968?

Why are we opposed to the death penalty and gun 
ownership?

Several of you have asked for more information on our 
servant leader of non-violence. Weldon Nisly (see March is-
sue of Hospitality) graciously sent these resources:

There are a host of Gene Sharp videos on YouTube from 
various events. Here are a few of various lengths that capture 
the power of nonviolence that Sharp envisioned and embod-
ied. The time is noted minutes:seconds.

A Conversation with Gene Sharp https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=54oUnvDPWFA (10:36). 

Gene Sharp: How to Start Start a Revolution https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vk1XbyFv51k (3:58).

Gene Sharp on BBC HARDtalk http://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/p00n4sk7 (23:46) 

The Power and Potential of Nonviolent Struggle by 
Gene Sharp https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQV_4-
rXXrE (58:24)

Gene Sharp on FRONTLINECLUB forum Q&A  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNv-Hfww2jo (15:28)

Not surprisingly, Gene Sharp has been accused of being 
evil and responsible for killing millions by promoting non-
violence. A persistent and bizarre accusation was that he was 
funded by the CIA.

A Sliver 
Did you notice our new masthead? “Open Door: A 

Prophetic Community Honoring the Black Jesus, Dorothy 
Day and Martin Luther King, Jr.” 

Any response? Thoughts? We will appreciate hearing 
from you. 

I say loudly as I give out Hospitality on the street: “We 
are no soul-saving White Supremacist Christians. We join 
in solidarity to tear this system apart. Read this Liberationist 
paper.”

Shard Four
Billy Graham has two roots for his unbiblical evangeli-

calism. First is the powerful and so far everlasting pro-slavery 
theology. James H. Thornwell (and well a thorn was he). The 
White Supremacist lie of the slaver Christians is the bifurca-
tion of soul and body in the bad news of this gospel. A slaver 
could preacher soul saving from the hands of the angry God 
and own, work, whip, kill, have sexual relations with the body 
of the slave. Root two is Dwight L. Moody, who uprooted 
evangelism from its social justice tradition (Abolition, 
Women’s Rights, Peace) and in an effort to bring Northern 
and Southern white folks into the unity of the White Body of 
Jesus took alcohol and individualism as the big sins that must 
be conquered. Billy Graham, called America’s Pastor, is a 
heretic according to the gospel of liberation and peace.
 Please read:
 https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/02/21/billy-gra-
ham-and-the-gospel-of-fear/
 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/
feb/21/billy-graham-wrong-side-history
 “Billy Graham: An Old Soldier Fades Away: An Obitu-
ary,” Cecil Bothwell. Common Dreams Wednesday Feb 21, 
2018

Billy Graham once wrote a pamphlet promoting the idea that 
my pastor Dr. Carlyle Marney and the members of Myers 
Park Baptist Church, Charlotte, North Carolina were not true 
to the gospel because Marney preached politics (read integra-
tion). This little Graham’s writing had a lasting influence on 
me and the Evangelicals until the Tea Party came along and 
realized the gospel does allow engagement in politics.
  
Thank you.  W

The Breakfast Table

Above: 3/5 Deacon Tyrone, from NewBorn Community 
Faith Church, and David Payne serve a guest.

Right: 2/28 A guest receives soup from Erica, a NewBorn 
member who makes soup each week.

Far right: 2/21 Serving at the Upton Subway Station.
Photographs by Eduard Loring
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Julie Lonneman

poetry corner
hopes of its children. This is not a way of life at all in any 
true sense. Under the cloud of threatening war, it is humanity 
hanging from a cross of iron.”

Third, we are mired in endless war we can’t win and 
can’t lose, where we can’t stay and can’t leave — permanent 
war by definition, exposing forever the fallacy of Just War as 
just war. It is our malady of militarism fed by an insatiable and 
insane need for an enemy on whom to inflict asymmetrical 
warfare rooted in the hubris of American exceptionalism 
and entitlement in the name of white patriarchal Christian 
supremacy. 

Yet we choose to remain blind to countless revelations 
of the lie of war since King’s sermon, e.g., Mark Danner, 
Spiral: Trapped in the Forever War; David Swanson, War is 
a Lie; Rosa Brooks, How Everything Became War and the 
Military Became Everything.  

Even deeper than the malady of militarism, Dr. King 
was speaking to the soul of America and the human soul. War 
is soul-numbing to nation and citizen. War exaggerates our 
good intentions and blinds us to our own self-serving shadow 
and sin. This is true for our national as well as our personal 
psyche and spirit. 

Ancient mystics and contemporary spiritual guides help 
us confront our spiritual blindness, false self, deep shadow, 
and self-serving hubris. Without knowing our false self 
we cannot live into our True Self. Without seeing our deep 
shadow we cannot know who we really are, created in God’s 
image. Without confronting our heinous hubris we cannot live 
with humility and honesty. Without letting go of our violence 
we cannot embody nonviolence. Without rejecting the lie of 
Just War we cannot envision and embody Jesus’ JustPeace. 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., with the Risen Jesus, is 
our life-giving spiritual guide to confronting our three-fold 
American malady of racism, materialism and militarism. Our 
personal and national question today is the same as 51 years 
ago: Will we heed or kill our spiritual guide and prophet of the 
Black Jesus?  W

After 40 years of Mennonite Church ministry that included 
community, pastoral and peace ministries, Weldon Nisly cur-
rently devotes himself in “retirement” to Contemplative 
JustPeacebuilding and work with Christian Peacemaker 
Teams. He is a Benedictine Oblate. His life is devoted to the 
abolition of war.

JustPeace  continued from page 1

The Civic Pastor

The civic pastor is laid to rest 
Tarnished hands touch the casket
The grieving line is gathered to 
Forget the grievances of prophets please

How much blood
How many bodies
The pastor wrote the president to say
“Let them bomb” the Vietnamese 

I cannot believe the Romans giving
Jesus this kind of treatment
Same for Andrew, Peter, or Paul
Was this pastor actually a Christian at all?

So hard this poem 
Why couldn’t I say something nice
But when you are more anti-communist than slave to Christ
We have to wonder about your ethic of sacrifice

I remember the Holy Spirit
Spilling from my television set
Maybe you had that moment with Billy too
Perhaps it was just some static coming through

He talked like a preacher 
but America
Could have found a better priest
to kiss the ring on the finger of the Beast

Got in my car to drive through the hills
My heart in valleys for the
Holes that God fills 
Saying no to drinks or pills

Went to the church at the end of the road
To check on one thing & my gratitude it burned
For the flagless sanctuary
And the grace that cannot be earned

— Andrew Smith

Andrew Smith is a teacher, preacher and sober creature. An Open Door 
Community Resident Volunteer in 1987, he is a lay pastor in the Presbyterian 
Church (USA) and a professor at Tennessee Tech.

ODC/
Baltimore

Our 
Serving 
Site

Brian KavanaghDavid Payne
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Grace and Peaces of Mail
Ed,

The February 2018 issue of Hospitality contains so 
much good “resistance stuff” that touched me personally that 
I had to write you about whether you might send me 6 copies 
that I can share with friends who will be touched as well and 
who should be in touch with all of you there in Baltimore.

Your article and Murphy’s especially grabbed me. 
Yours because I have been involved for years in support of 
the Palestinians. There is an Arab-American Center here in 
Youngstown and over the years I have been there for dialogue 
with the Palestinian members on this issue. They just had an 
interfaith dialogue discussion on the issue of Trump moving 
the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem. I would like to give an issue 
to my friend Mousa Kassis who led that discussion, which 
had some Jews at the table.

Murphy’s fine article touched me, for I preached on this 
same theme some time back and I used another paraphrase 
of Niemoeller written by a young woman from the Sojourner 
community in Washington, D.C.

Then the review of my dear friends Staughton and 
Alice Lynd’s book touched my heart, for they live here and 
I have been involved with them often on matters locally that 
need attention to open new possibilities for peoples’ lives 
locally. They have also been committed opponents of Israel’s 
occupation of the land which was forever Palestinian and 
needs to be returned to them. 

So, can you send me some copies of Hospitality that I 
can put in the hands of those who should see it? Especially 
do I want to give it to the pastor of First Presbyterian Church 
here where I worship. The average age of our congregation is 
probably at least 55, and persons at that age are not likely to 
commit themselves to being social activists.

My wife, Sue, has already moved to the Unitarian 
Church which is a very justice-oriented congregation and, 
at my age of almost 88, I’d like to worship with folk who 
are equally committed to social justice as I am. This is a 
huge struggle for me as I long for my Presbyterian folk to be 
more present with me in some of the ways that are needed to 
confront the very issues that Hospitality addresses.

I thank you and those there for all you do that helps to 
keep me going.

Peace/Justice,
Jim Ray
Youngstown, Ohio

The Murder by Rifle of Martin Luther King Jr. shoots on.
Dave’s Sermon of the day: (I Kings 13-17.) 

My problem with gun coverage: gun control groups 
are not interviewed; what other countries have done is not 
covered; banning assault weapons should be the first thing 
mentioned. It’s obvious that profits come before respect for 
life, as the NRA makes obvious, but it’s never stated. It’s 
related to the military industrial complex and right-wing 
power in our country — let’s take it back. The mental health 
focus is a diversion; also background checks. By and large, 
Democracy Now and Catholic Worker newsletters and The 
Nation are the only credible media.

The relationship of the gun control movement to peace 
is also obvious to me.

David Eberhardt
Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Open Door Community,
Am happy to hear that Murphy is writing and that you 

are going to have a stay at New Hope House (in April) where 
I visited three times.

The death penalty is much on my mind these days. In 
July and in September when I had angiograms, I was able 
to endure the discomfort of being strapped down to a metal 
table by reflecting on the fact that on those very days, the state 
of Ohio was executing a man. I prayed for his family, his 
victim’s family and thus was able to manage.

Wishing you (all) continuing good health and courage 
as you continue to witness to the love of the Good God to 
those on the margins.

Mary Jo Pfander, 
organizer and packer
Dayton, Ohio

Mary Jo, a longtime friend of the Open Door, came to Atlanta 
last year and stayed with us a month to help organize and 
pack as we prepared to move from 910 Ponce de Leon. It is a 
gift we will never forget! 

Nibs,
 I have been meaning to write you about this for a few 
days, but would always get side-tracked. I think you are 
the finest, most complete theologian in the U.S. today. Your 
exegesis is beyond that of anyone else, most especially 
because you understand race and gender and weave it through 
your understanding of the Bible in our time.
I could go on, but I think this is true. If you shared this with 
others on your blog list, I would enjoy reading what they 
think.

Awestruck,
 David Billings

   McComb, Mississippi

Dear Hospitality,
I have been receiving this newsletter for a few years and 

now I am about to get out, so I will ask to be removed from 
your mailing list. I want to thank you for all you do and have 
done. Keep up the good work. God bless you and all you do 
for people.

Thank you,
A prisoner 
Florence, Arizona

Dear Ed and Murphy,
Every time I think of you I give thanks. I hope 

Murphy’s struggles are somehow a source of grace and 
blessing. Our lives are so precious but precarious! I read every 
word of Hospitality without fail, and thank you for your great 
faithfulness. Life here goes on. I had open heart surgery a year 
ago but am fine now; Gavin graduated from high school and 
is actually taking some college classes, and Laurel is well.

Much love, Your brother,
Bill Barrett
St. Louis, Missouri

Dear Ed and Murphy,
It was a joyful relief to see Murphy’s photo, looking 

perky under the fashionista head gear. Can only hope and 
pray that she feels a hefty fraction as well as she looks. You 
have been through a horror.

You can only do what you can do, but you continue to 
do it with great love.

It was good to see that you can still publish. You have 
been an enormous encouragement to me and I am sure to 
many others. May the Lord spare you further trials. Will be 
praying for you whatever comes.

In gratitude for your lives and your work,
John Coyle
Cambria, California 

Dear Open Door Community,
Thanks for your leadership and visiting death row 

inmates.  I’m sorry to hear about Murphy’s illness, and pray 
that she will soon regain her strength.

I want to continue to thank the community for keeping 
me in your prayers for all the years that I have been knowing 
about you. I want to be kept in prayer, that I will get justice 
soon and be able to meet the community and tell about my 21 
years of wrongful incarceration, and how I won and had my 
conviction reversed.

 A prisoner

Dear Ed and Murphy,
It was so good to hear from you, Murphy, the great news 

and the not so great, but that’s life. I’m so glad you are getting 
to experience grandparenting! How wonderful to watch 
Michaela grow, as well as Hannah and Jason developing as 
Mom and Dad.

I miss Ed Weir so much. Lora has been down twice. 
Visiting the places that she and Ed enjoyed seems to ease 
the pain she’s experiencing. Her departure from New Hope 
House was very difficult, and still is. Having Ed and Lora 
here so often was such a blessing for me. I’m sure you’ve 
brought the spirit of hospitality to Baltimore. No matter where 
you are, your house and your home will always have an Open 
Door.

You are a model for me, Murphy, with the way you deal 
with your hospitalizations! Keep up your courage and believe 
in miracles! 

I am volunteering at The Well, a shelter for the 
homeless. I also volunteer at Hospice and am able to keep 
busy with other community needs. Your good example keeps 
me going at 87! I’m so happy that our lives have crossed. It 
has been a long time to love you both, yet not long enough. 
I am grateful that you have graced my life — ever growing, 
ever evolving, ever exploring how to follow Jesus. I send you 
love, prayers, good health and tender thoughts of Peace.
   Sister Anna Kearns, CSJ
   Brunswick, Georgia 
Sister Anna was for many years Principal of Our Lady of 
Lourdes School in Atlanta, where our daughter, Hannah, was 
a student.

Murphy,
On July 14 when you completed your radiation 

treatments, I felt some real Joy in my heart. As you know, I’m 
still in treatment, but in love and spirit we both are healed. 
Hebrews 1:14 says, “Are the (angels) now all ministering 
spirits, sent out to render service for the sake of those who will 
inherit salvation?” Verse11 says, “Angels will guard you in all 
your ways.”

Eduard, thank you so much for instilling in me how to 
use my voice! You did this for me when I was a resident at 
910 back in 2006. Ed, you taught me how to respect myself 
and others. You and the rest of the Open Door Community 
showed me how to love and be loved!

I max out of prison May 2018 and have probation for 
five years, or I can pay the fine and wipe out the probation.
  Love,
   A prisoner

Anna Hogan



Needs:
q Coffee
q Gloves, especially Extra Large
q Extra Large Socks (especially)
q Scarves for women.
q Belts
q Granola bars
q 2% milk: gallon size for coffee, and pint size for children
q Stamps to write prisoners
q Prisoner support and prisoner family support
q The Hardwick Prison Trip: hosts, drivers and vans in Atlanta area.

Beginning after Easter we plan to take bag meals to our sites. We will be asking for sandwiches on whole wheat bread, made with 
cheese and non-processed turkey/chicken/ham. Many thanks and much love. We are good stewards of your financial support. Your in-
kind gifts will bring nutrition and joy to the hungry and poor in spirit. Murphy, David and Ed thank you for all you are/do/give/support, for we have 
another world in view.
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There will be a Catonsville Nine Symposium 
on Friday, May 4, 2018 from 4 to 10 p.m. 

at the Shriver Center, University of Maryland – Baltimore County 
1000 Hilltop Cir., Catonsville, MD 21250. 

Enjoy Films, Lectures, Discussion Panels and Dramatic Readings. 

There will be more Catonsville Nine Commemoration Activities
on Saturday, May 5, 2018 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

at the Baltimore County Public Library Catonsville Branch, 
1100 Frederick Rd., Catonsville, MD 21228.

 
Enjoy more Films, Lectures, Discussion Panels and Dramatic Readings. 

On Sunday, May 6, there will be an opportunity 
to engage in direct action and later to participate in a prayer service. 

Go to http://www.catonsville9.org/50th-anniversary-commemoration/

The 50th Anniversary 
of the Catonsville Nine Draft Board Raid

Who Murdered 
Cathy Cesnik

 Joseph Maskell?
 

Call no one your father on earth, 
for you have one Father in Heaven. (Matthew 23.9)

 

Was he a teacher of Dr. Larry Nasser?  
What drove Maskell bananas?   

Violent Misogyny beyond the abyss of Evil? 

Who Murdered Cathy Cesnik?
 

The Archdioces of Baltimore 
Killed Cathy.

Call 410-547-5555 and Ask William Edward Lori.
 

Rabbi Abraham Heschel: 
We are not all guilty; we are all responsible.

 
Call 302-573-3100 and Ask W. Francis Malooly. 

The Open Door Community
  PO Box 10980 

Baltimore, Maryland 21234
 

 See the documentary series, The Keepers.


